2 pt PERSPECTIVE!

2.744 Product Design
coming up!

human-use analysis

Tuesday, Feb. 8  Thursday, March 8

Thursday, Feb. 22  Tuesday, March 6

user experience design/storyboard
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please don’t be late!  why?
what’s next?

**Storyboard critique**
- **Tuesday, March 6**
- **Sunday, March 11**

**Human use critique**
- **Thursday, March 8**
- **Tuesday, March 13**

**Concept sketches**
- **Thursday, March 8**
- **Tuesday, March 20**
portfolios
online!  click
Friday
additional feedback!

Storyboard pinup, 1-3 PM (come and go) in lobby 13.
Friday

additional feedback!

Storyboard pinup, 1-3 PM (come and go) in lobby 13.

Each team will have 1 4ft x 8ft poster (horizontal).

Each team member pick their favorite storyboards and then provide us a pdf of those storyboards arranged together in a 41” x 96” document.

We will plot and have ready in Lobby 13

Send the poster to by Thursday 5PM.

Please let us know if no one in your team can participate.

Please have at least one person from your team come by at 1 to help set up.

2.00b’s poster presentation in lobby 7 from 12-1.
1 point perspective exercise

roman aqua duct
learning the rules

types of perspective
fleshing out ideas fast! 3x faster

2 point perspective
learning the rules

2 point perspective
let’s get started

warm up!
2 point perspective

the basic cube
2 point perspective

another viewpoint

a refrigerator?
2 point perspective

cubes in space
and now

a quiz!

how many thrusters
were visible on the pigs-in-space craft?

I have practiced my sketching ABCs
______ times since Thursday

what do you see?
2 point perspective

circles on cube
2 point perspective

the basic cylinder
2 point perspective

cylinders in space
2 point perspective

the basic sphere
2 point perspective

cube on cube
collections of simple shapes

complex forms

basic shapes
proportions
details
collections of simple shapes

complex forms
collections of simple shapes

complex forms

underlay?
collections of simple shapes

complex forms
2 point perspective

a room.
another room. exciting!

2 point perspective
what’s next?

shade and tone

class Thursday